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Abstract hermetically sealed, ceramic quad flatpack package. he
power required is 33 volts, and the device dissipates

A high performance radiation hardened 32-bit RISC approximately 3 Watts at full speed 33 Hz). When
microprocessor based upon a commercial single chip CPU operating in the programmable low power mode, the power
has been developed. This paper presents the features of this drops to less than 400 miffiWatts.
radiation hardened microprocessor, the methods used to
radiation harden this device, the results of radiation testing, Radiation Hardening the RAD6000
and shows that the RAD6000 is well-suited for the vast
majoritv of space applications. Radiation hardening of the RSC chip was accomplished

through a combination of process technology and circitit
Introduction enhancements. The former provided total dose, prompt

Lockheed Martin Space Electronics & Communications dose and survivability hardening, while the latter addressed
(LMSE&Q has developed a Nly radiation hardened 32-bit single event upset (SEU) immunity.
RISC microprocessor for use in space applications. This Process Technology - The RAD6000 is fabricated in
microprocessor is referred to as the RAD6000. The LNWS's RHCMOS-5M technology, a fully scaled 0.51-m
RAD6000 is a radiation hardened implementation of EBM's process developed to support the Radiation Hardened I M
RISC System/6000 I single-chip CPU (RSC Chip) [1]. SRAM 13]. The IM SRAM was selected as the Standard
Extensive radiation testing has proven radiation hardness Evaluation Circuit (SEC) for RHCMOS-5M per MIL-PRF-
for space applications. The RAD6000 computer has been 38535. RHCMOS-5M supports high levels of radiation
widely accepted by industry for an assortment of immunity including > IM rad(si) total dose, latch-up
applications including LEO. GEO and interplanetan immunity, > I E9 rad(Si)/S dose rate upset, > I E 2 rad(Si)/S
probes. A single RAD6000 computer guided the PL survival level, and < IE-10 error/bit-dav in the 90%
Pathfinder probe in its successful journey and landing on Geosvnchronous environment.
Mars on Juiv 4t�'. 1997. More than 50 RAD6000s are
currently deployed in assorted orbits. the mjority of which Circuit Enhancement - The RAD6000 processor design
are in the proton belts. All are performing flawlessly. By contains 83,446 storage elements in five basic macro types:
vear end 1999. more than 100 RAD6000s will be on orbit. single bit latches, registers, RAMs, register files and cache

RAM. The methodolo for SEU enhancement called for
RAD6000 Features direct substitution of resistivity hardened storage elements

The RAD6000 is 100% compatible with the IBM CPU chip for the eisting baseline elements. The enhanced elements
and will operate at system clock speeds up to 33MHz in a were designed to fit into the eisting real estate and preserve
worst case post-radiation environment. At 33 MHz, the the macro boundaries of the baseline macros. Furthermore.
R AD6000 provides the equivalent of 3 MIPS of throughput timing analysis was performed to achieve a poper trade-off
based upon a Dhrvstone 1 I benchmark. At this same clock between SEU hardness and tin-dng parameters of the entire
speed. the RAD6000 provides a SPECint92 performance of processor.
16.6 and a SPECfp92 of 26. 1. The RAD6000 is a highly
integrated single chip microprocessor that combines a
powerful RISC architecture and a superscalar machine
organization. The main functional elements of the * Cache RAM
RAD6000 are cache, fixed point and floating point units as * RegWer Fles
well as an instruction queue, an address translation unit, an 62 x &2 wn
1/0 sequencer, a pipeline controller and a memory interface.
[21

0 Latches
The RAD6000 die is approximately 10.5 mm x 14.0 nun RADON Np * Registers1Q.5x14.Omm aSnUNRAMs hip
and contains over 1 I million transistors. It is packaged in a 55 x 55 mm

RISC System/6000 is a registered trademark of the M Figure - TCV Chips
Corporation
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To facilitate hardening verification and to enhance expected, no latchup was detec;ted in any test through an
diagnosability, two TCV chips (Technology effective LEr of 154 MeV.cm'2/mg and 125 degrees C.
Characterization Vehicles) were developed. These TCVs
contained all of the nhanced storage elements and also The RAD6000 chip was tested while mounted on a full-
utilized the same clock driver macros as are used on the fimction VNE board capable of executing programs. Te
RAD6000. TCV1 (5.5mm) and TCV2 (6.2mm) were board was driven by an 3M workstation that contained a
stepped on initial RAD6000 wafers and used for design commercially-available product alled RISCWatch2.
diagnostics and hardness verification. The RAD6000 and RISCWatch connects directly to a high speed serial
TCV representations arc presented in Figur I interface on the CPU chip, and aows the user detailed

To rnakc the RAD6000 available to early users, LMFS insight to the processor operation. Both static and dynamic
developed three generations of the RAD6000 processor: testing were performed using this test setup. Static testing -

loading all storage locations, applying radiation, unloading

0 Rev - Represents the baseline commercial design all storage and checking for upsets - was used to assess the
fabricated in a hardened process, but with no SEU static performance of all types of storage elements. Table I
immunity nhancement. This processor guided the shows the thresholds measured on the Rev 2 RAD6000

Mars Pathfinder probe through its mission. chip-

F� Rev - Represents the initial pass at SEU immunity To perform dynamic testing on the RAD6000 chip, a
enhancement and is considered to be SEU tolerant. comprehensive program written by IBM to verify all aspects
This generation is suitable for most applications. of the architecture was executed on the VME board. Like

actual flight code, this test was designed to uncover all
potential dynamic failure modes including transients in theRev 2 - Represents the current design level with all

storage elements hardened. This generation is suitable clocking circuits and combinatorial logic.
for harsh applications.

The TCV chips were tested using a custom test board being
Radiation Testing of RAD6000 driven by a MOSAID tester. A key feature of the TCV chip

is that all storage circuits can be accessed directly from the
Radiation testing was performed on all generations of 1/0 pins, allowing comprehensive dynamic characterization
RAD6000 and corresponding TCVs. Extensive SEU testing during irradiation. Table 2 shows tle dvnamic thresholds
of Re, I resulted in enhancements incorporated in the Rev 2 measured on the Rev 2 TCV chips The'LET threshold is
design. Similarly. test methodology was improved to defined as the point offirst upset. Note: the TCV results
validate the true performance of the RAD6000 in the shown in this paper were independents substantiated by
radiation emironment. Aerospace Corporation 4].

Total Dose - To verify Total Dose hardening. qualification Static Measurements on RAD6000 Chip
testing was perforined on five RAD6000 processor devices.
These devices were exposed under worst case static bias to a Storage Tv pe bits LET (th) X (sat)

total dose of 2Mrad(si) at a dose rate of 170 rad(si)/sec. The Cache 65,536 > 75 -
irradiated devices were then subjected to biased anneal at SRAM 7.232 70 0
1 001C for 168 hours. No performance degradation was Regfile 7,424 30 4
seen as measured by logic self-test ST) and array setf-test
(AST). Stand-by urrent dd). which is primarily driven v Register 2.082 > 75 -
P-channel device leakage. decreased as xpected after Latch 1,172 55 0,5

radiation. Table I - LET thresholds (MeV.cm'2/mg) and Saturated

Prompt Dse - LINAC testing was performed on the X-Sections um'2/bit).
RADOOOO mounted on a breadboard. No data upsets %were Static testing on the RAD6000 and TCV chips indicates
detected through a dose rate of 3E9 rad(Si)/S. Transient that all storage elements were successftilly hardened to a
upset was limited by noisy fixture. and will be repeated if a high level of immunity.
customer application requires it.

5ingle Event - Extensive single event upset testing was
performed on the RAD6000 as well as the TCVs. Heavy 2RISCWatch is a registered trademark of the IBM
ion, proton and diagnostic laser testing (on the TCV) were Corporation
instrumental in the product enhancement cycles As
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The dynamic test results aso show a dynamic mode
sensitivity to LETs below 15. The failure mode points to
clock circuit sensitivity resulting in multiple bit errors in
Latches and Registers serviced by the same clock circuit
when the processor was tested dynamically. The upset
cross-section, however, was extremely small
(approximately 0 I um'2/bit, corresponding to - 300 urn A2

for the entire processor) and only affects 4 of the storage V I I I
in the RAD6000 chip. This small upset cross-section on
the Latches and Registers was ubstantiated by the dynamic
testing of the processor at 12 MHz. This behavior is not
unexpected from a high density low power design, and is
expected to become more prevalent as the technology Figure 3 - Composite Weibull Curve for RAD6000
dimensions shrink in the future.

To put the low LET sensitivity in perspective, the
Dvnarnic Measurements on TCV Chips composite dynamic curve in Figure 3 was replotted in

Figure 4 in a linear-logarithinic scale to show the relative
Storage Tv pe 4 bits LET (th X (sat) cross section contribution of various LET particles 5] As
Cache 65,536 30 5 can be clearly seen, the sensitivity to low LET is extrenieh

limited.SRAM 7,232 1 5 3

Regfile 7A24 30 30 Error rates in various space environments and mission!;
Register 2.082 7 20 were calculated from the heavy ion test results using te

Latch 1.172 7 30 SPACERAD3 40 tooLwt. An assumption was made th2t
evey upset results in a processor error. This is a very
pessimistic assumption since not all logic paths are
exercised during evey cycle, and data stored in manY

Figure 2 shows Weibull curves tat represent the test data storage locations may not be significant. This is
measured on the Rev 2 TCV chips. The curves reflect substantiated by the fact that the measured error cross
dynamic behavior of the various storage elements at 80 section while the processor was running soft-are was
degrees C and worst case resistor values. Figure 3 shows significantly lower than the cumulative upset cross section
the corresponding composite curve for the individual curves of the storage elements. Nevertheless. throughout the
shown in Figure 2 with each curve weighted by the number calculations we have assumed that an upset equates to an
of bits in the RAD6000 chip. Also shown in Figure 3 is the error.
cross section curve that represents static test results on the
RAD6000 chip. Since the RAD6000 static curve is
completely bounded by the TCV dynamic curve, the TCV

IIM I I I icurve is used to project the upset rates in this paper to
reflect worst case behavior. II I
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#AM Figure 4 - Relative Cross Section Contribution

Figure 2 - Weibull Curves for Storage Macros 3SPACERAD is a registered trademark of Space
Radiation Associates.
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Galactic Cosmic R2ys October/89 Flare

Storage # bits Upset Rate Storage # bits Upset Rate

Cache 65,536 2.12E-1 I Cache 65,536 5.88E-09

SRAM 7,232 9.78E-10 SRAM 71232 2.76E-07

Regfile 7,424 3.19E-09 Regfile 7424 8.89E-07

Register 2,082 7 18E-09 Register 2,092 2.3 IE-06

Latch 1,172 1.29E-08 Latch 1,172 4.17E-06

RAD6)00 83,446 7.40E-10 RAD6000 83,446 2.22E-07

Table 3 .- GEO Upset Rates (upsets/bit-day) Table 4 - GEO, Upset Rates (upsets/bit-flare)

Table 3 resents the heavy ion upset rates for the RAD6000
processor in a GEO environment. The rates were computed
using a 90% worst case geosynchronous environment
(CREW�, M=3) convoluted with the storage cross section
curves sown in Figure 2 As can be seen, the highest bit-
level upset rates are for the latch and register circuits, Sb& P-- ftr

DW" AW"
however this effect is reduced when the bit-level rate is A-27

weighted by the nmber of bits inside the RAD6000. The
average RAD6000 rate shown equates to I upset evey 44
years in the GEO orbit.

adp

Table 4 presents heavy ion upset rates for the RAD6000
=POW

processor in the same GEO environment during a large
flare. The rates were computed using particle fluences 0 la* iso 2"

consistenvivith a Macree Oct/89 flare. The average Er-W (OV)

RAD6000 rate shown a( the bottom equates to I upset Figure - Proton Cross Section Graph
every, 54flares in the 90% orst case GEO orbit.

Th o LET threshold of some circuits has raised concern Even though the extremely small cross section of I E- 2
over the potential for proton-induced upset. particularly crn12 pr processor makes it impossible to accurately
during large flares. That potential was quantified by generate a sensitivity urve for protons. the close agreementproton

between the TCV and RAD6000 test results add credibilitytesting of the TCV as wll as the RAD6000 during to test
sessions in 1996 at the Harvard Cvclotron. There were no to the measurements. The TCV proton upset cross section

is less than 1 I E- 1 5 crn12 per bit for the 888 sensitive bits
observed upsets on the TCV attributable to protons when in the TCV chip. Similarly. the RAD6000 hows an upset
tested dvriamically through a fluence of I El 2 p/crn^2 using

cross section of 3E-16 CMA 2 per bit for the 3254 sensitive
148 McV protons. The RAD6000 testing showed a bits in the processor. Both data points are plotted in the
potential sensitivity of - I upset/ I E I 2p/cm'2 fluence at 148

proton cross section gaph shown in Figure NIC%, proton energy. Multiple runs were performed on

both the TCN'and RAD6000 where each run rquires Figure also shows a single parameter Bendel curve
approximately 1. 5 hours to achieve I E 2 protons. To be

(A=37) that has been selected as a worst case envelope for
conservative a minimum of one upset per run is assumed in the TCV and RAD6000 measured points. Using this
this paper to compute upset rates. Bendel curve. SPACERAD calculations show that 668

It is estimated from the heavv ion low LET cross-section October/89 flares would be required t Caus a single
that a fluence in the order of' E 14 p/cm^2 is required to upset in a 90% worst case GEO orbit.
generate accurate Bendel cune parameters for proton Conclusio
sensitivity. 16). Since such a fluence corresponds to 150
hours of cyclotron time per energy. it was deemed Three generations of the RAD6000 space microprocessor
impractical. Also. a 150 hour run would subject the part to were successfully evolved through radiation enhancements
excessive otal dose. to a mature COTS design. Extensive radiation testing on

the RAD6000 chip and the corresponding TCV chips has
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validated the test methodology and calculated upset rates.
The RAD6000 chip, with all storage elements hardened
against single event upset, is suitable for the vast majority of
space applications. The performance of more than 0
RAD6000s on orbit have substantiated the flight worthiness
of the design.
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